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The first box set in the popular Jake Fonko series, this special bundle includes three full length novels - over 700

pages of well-researched adventures and thrills - for less than the price of two individual volumes. Fans of George

MacDonald Fraser, Ian Fleming and John D. MacDonald will enjoy former Army Ranger turned covert agent Jake

Fonko's globe-spanning adventures.

Book 1: Jake Fonko M.I.A (Vietnam/Cambodia 1975)

Book 2: Fonko on the Carpet (Iran 1978 - 1979)

Book 3: Fonko's Errand Go Boom (Northern Ireland 1982)

Jake Fonko M.I.A.Jake Fonko M.I.A. – Saigon, 1975. Ex-surfer Jake Fonko's latest mission - locate a former CIA asset gone missing in

Cambodia - has his Army Ranger instincts on full alert. He might be handsome, fit and a decorated warrior, but he's

certainly no international spy. But Jake, ever the good soldier, agrees to the CIA's directive, trudging over the border

to Phnom Penh. But relying on his training, keen observations and ironic sense of humor might not be enough to

save Jake, as one surprise after another pops up on his way to the wild truth.

Maybe that asset was never really missing at all.

Fonko on the CarpetFonko on the Carpet – Tehran, 1978. Running low on cash, ex-surfer and former Army Ranger Jake Fonko receives a
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freelance referral from an unlikely source: a certain Shah requires a capable bodyguard. The splintering Iranian

factions have been growing restless, and the Shah’s popularity is beginning to wane. But when the country falls, Jake

soon discovers that friends of the Shah are no longer welcome—and he'll have to rely on his extensive training,

capable tongue and ironic wit if he wants to survive Tehran and escape in one piece. 

Fonko’s Errand Go BoomFonko’s Errand Go Boom – Belfast, 1982. When an old surfing buddy refers ex-Army Ranger turned soldier of

fortune Jake Fonko to a cutting-edge car manufacturer in need of his unique skill set, Jake ships off to Belfast. But

with Northern Ireland embroiled in the Troubles, Jake's attempts to protect the factory from impending civil war

soon turn into a much more basic struggle to survive the escalating conflict. In order to get out alive, Jake must

become a double-agent for both sides—a tricky situation that'll require all his skills, satirical wit and training if he

wants to get out alive. 

For fans of fun, fast-moving adventures, the Jake Fonko series seamlessly blends well-researched 20th century

history with equal parts white-knuckle thrills, satirical humor and explosive action. If you like Ian Fleming (Bond),

John D. MacDonald (Travis McGee), George MacDonald Fraser (Flashman) or Clive Cussler (Dirk Pitt), you'll enjoy

the Jake Fonko series.

NOTE: This set contains three standalone novels that can be fully enjoyed without reading any other books in the

Jake Fonko series.
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